ART:
Egyptian printing, repeated patterns and 2 colour
printing.

D&T:

Making pulleys to recreate the Egyptian pulleys which
moved stone to make pyramids.

MUSIC:

Y3 K2M-Whole class violins
Y4- Singing Voice control/ pitch and singing in tune.

HISTORY:
Asking questions, researching answers and presenting information
on different aspects of Egypt. Understanding chronology of
BC and AD on a timeline.

GEOGRAPHY:

8 compass points including co-ordinate/direction work - from a
specific point.

SCIENCE:

Living things - Habitats and environments, Classification, Comparison
between local area & Egypt.
Sound - How sound travels, How the ear works/label parts of the ear.

PE:
Y3 Indoor - Gymnastics/Dance
Y3 Outdoor - Adventure Trails, ball
handling skills.
Y4 Indoor - Premier Sport - Gymnastics/Dance

YEAR 3/4
Autumn 2017
Land of the Pharaohs

Y4 Outdoor - Problem solving , ball handling skills

RE:

ENTRY POINT

Exploring the symbols, actions and gestures used in
different religions. - Comparing & Contrasting.

Flight to Egypt
Compass point games.

MFL:
Rigolo 1 units 7-12. - Descriptions of people, nationalities and personal characteristics. Telling the time
- o'clock, leisure activities

VISITS/EVENTS

CHARACTER EDUCATION:
Y3 - Class Rules, Challenges at school,
Role of school/local council, Positive
contributions to school, Road safety, Influences,
Taking risks, Physical contact - right or wrong?
Y4 - Class Rules, Democracy/democratic process,
roles in a meeting, Hazards at home/school/local
area, Rules and laws, Online safety, Keeping safe in
different situations.

Meet the teacher
Trip to Manchester Museum
Y3 Base Camp
K2M concert

CHALLENGE
To make your own Egyptian artefact(s) pyramid, mummy, sphinx, papyrus, sarcophagus,
canopic jars.

ENGLISH:
Y3
Descriptive settings linked to Ancient Egypt
Learning poetry and performing
Emails and postcards
Information texts and pamphlets
Y4
Adventure and mystery stories linked to Egypt
Descriptive poetry
Non chronological reports
Verbal debates

MATHS:
Data handling— Graphs linked to objects found in
tombs
Word problems linked to Egyptians
Coordinates—direction linked to compass points and
map work.

COMPUTING:
E safety training
Y3– Word Processing Researching safely on
the internet to produce posters, databases.
Y4—Word/Publisher , Presentations, and Spreadsheets .

